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As the U.S. election approaches, much attention
has been paid to presumptive Democratic
nominee Joe Biden’s new climate agenda. A
Democratic sweep would result in a step-change
in U.S. climate policy and investment, with farreaching implications across sectors including
power, transport, real estate and agriculture.
However, the focus on climate has dominated
other aspects of Biden’s platform, including the
social agenda.
The current US administration has presided over a period in which
environmental policy has gone backwards. Safety measures that
regulate offshore drilling have been rolled back. Fuel economy
standards in the automotive industry have been delayed. New
carbon rules that prolong the life of coal plants have been
enacted. Perhaps most famously, the US has pulled out of the
Paris Agreement on climate change.
Democratic nominee Joe Biden’s new climate agenda would seek
to reverse many of these rollbacks, with far-reaching implications.
However, the focus on climate has dominated other aspects
Biden’s platform, including the social agenda. Below we outline
the key elements of the Biden climate agenda and their sectoral
implications, before taking a look at the somewhat less-discussed
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social element of his campaign, with a focus on the consumer,
healthcare and tech sectors.
As with any US election, the ability of an elected president to enact
their agenda will depend on the strength of their victory. We are
unlikely to see meaningful legislative action on Biden’s climate and
social agenda in anything but a unified Democratic government
“blue sweep” scenario.
Yet, despite divergent policy preferences in the climate and social
arenas, there is one topic that Republicans and Democrats agree on:
stimulating domestic production. Both candidates have proposed an
on-shoring agenda that would see companies rewarded for moving
production to the US and penalised for off-shoring.
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Biden’s climate agenda
A flurry of climate proposals have been put forward by the
House Democrats, the Biden campaign, and the Senate in 2020.
These all centre on a combination of ambitious goals, increased
regulation and substantial federal investment.

“based on the principles that polluters must bear the full cost of
the carbon pollution they are emitting.”

Despite some differences between these proposals, the
Democrats have shown a united front on key climate ambitions.
All three plans have a 2050 decarbonisation target at their
core and envisage significant levels of government spending
(between ~1.5 –2.5% of GDP per year) to establish worldleading capabilities in clean industries and technology. All three
agendas therefore embrace industrial policy, favouring federal
investments over market-based mechanisms.

Biden’s new climate agenda, announced in July as part of his
Build Back Better plan, is significantly more ambitious than
his original ‘Clean Energy Revolution’ plan. The plan includes
an accelerated investment of $2 trillion over four years, vs. his
earlier proposal of $1.7 trillion over a decade. Below, we highlight
the headlines of his agenda as well as their potential investment
implications.

That said, calls for a carbon price from the financial and private
sector continue to grow, as seen in the recent Commodity
Futures Trading Commission’s (CFTC) recommendations to
instate a nationwide carbon pricing scheme. Biden’s agenda
leaves open the possibility of establishing a carbon price towards
the end of his first term. It calls for an “enforcement mechanism”
to be enacted by 2025 to meet the 2050 decarbonisation target –

Key elements of Biden’s updated climate agenda

Environmental justice and climate equity have also been
highlighted in Biden’s campaign as well as in the proposals put
forward by the House and Senate Democrats. The issue has
also been a core feature of Biden’s running-mate Kamala Harris’
platform. Just days before she was announced as his vicepresidential pick, Harris introduced a climate equity bill to ensure
that any environmental legislation takes careful consideration of
its impact on low-income communities.

Timeline of democratic climate policy announcements
Date

Action

November 2019

Biden releases his original climate agenda

June 2020

House Democrats release Climate Crisis Action Plan

8 July 2020

Recommendations from the Biden-Sanders Joint Task Force are released

14 July 2020

Biden reveals his updated climate agenda

27 July 2020

Kamala Harris introduces the Climate Equity Act

25 August 2020

Senate Democrats reveal climate agenda

September 2020

CTFC recommendations released

Source: Schroders.
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Biden’s climate agenda

Power

Priority

Key proposals

Implications (+ and -)

Decarbonise the power
sector by 2035

Ȃ Reform and extend tax incentives for clean
energy and energy efficiency

+ Accelerated shift toward clean
energy alternatives (renewables
and hydrogen)

Ȃ Establish a nationwide clean energy standard.
Ȃ Focus on clean, US-made electricity.
Ȃ Methane pollution limits for new and existing
oil & gas operations
A number of other proposals have been mentioned
in Biden’s previous climate plan as well as the House
Democrats Climate Plan. While not included in his
most recent agenda we note them below:
Ȃ Restricting new oil & gas leases on federal
lands; stricter permitting rules for new pipeline
infrastructure; increasing the federal lands
royalty rate
Transport

Accelerate the shift
toward zero-emission
vehicles

Ȃ Establish new fuel economy standards

Provide high-quality,
zero-emissions public
transport for every city

Ȃ Federal commitments to purchase clean
vehicles

Ȃ Public investments in EV infrastructure –
create 500,000 EV charging stations

Ȃ Consumer rebates to swap ICEs for
clean vehicles; targeted incentives for
manufacturers to build or retool factories to
produces EVs
Ȃ Accelerated R&D for battery technology

+ Utilities with renewables
exposure
+ Transmission and distribution
companies with renewable
energy sources (RES) and
hydrogen exposure
– Utilities with natural gas and
coal exposure
– Oil & gas demand and
production growth
+ Accelerated electric vehicle
(EV) adoption
+ Catalyst and chemical
providers
+ Rail companies focused on
green solutions
– OEMs and suppliers focused
on internal combustion engines
(ICEs)

Ȃ All new buses to be zero-emissions by 2030;
further electrification of the rail system
Real estate

Make all new buildings
net-zero by 2030
Improve energy
efficiency: cut emissions
in existing building stock
by 50% by 2035

Tech

Invest $400 billion over
4 years for green tech
(energy storage, carbon
capture & storage (CCS),
nuclear)

Ȃ Upgrade 4 million commercial buildings over
four years (LED lighting, electric appliances,
and advanced HVAC systems).
Ȃ Climate-proof 2 million homes over 4 years
through direct cash rebates and low-cost
financing for upgrades.
Ȃ Build 1.5 new affordable and energy efficient
homes.
Ȃ Accelerate R&D investment; create a new
Advanced Research Projected Agency on
Climate (ARPA-C) to focus on new clean energy
technologies (including batteries, nuclear
reactors, carbon-free hydrogen, CCS)

+ Insulation providers;
construction companies
+ Heating, ventilation and air
conditioning (HVAC), lighting,
electrical devices, low voltage
infrastructure

+ Companies with exposure to
clean energy technologies

Ȃ Increase federal procurement of clean energy
technology by $400 billion in first term
Hydrogen

Ensure green hydrogen
is available at the same
cost as conventional
hydrogen by 2030

Ȃ Invest in carbon-free hydrogen and innovation
in next generation electrolysers (via tax credits
and/or subsidies) to provide the market
with green hydrogen at a lower cost than
conventional hydrogen by 2030

+ Energy and equipment
providers, with exposure
to hydrogen, catalyst and
chemical providers, electrolyser
manufacturing companies

Agriculture

Decarbonise the
agriculture sector

Ȃ Improve financing for new tech
and equipment

+ original equipment
manufacturers/enablers of
ag-tech themes (e.g. precision
agriculture and vertical farming)

Ȃ Fund research & development
in precision agriculture
Ȃ Incentivise farmers for greenhouse
gas sequestration

Source: Schroders.
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Biden’s social agenda
While much commentary has focused on Biden’s climate agenda,
his social agenda – particularly policy proposals focused on labour
reform and healthcare – could have material implications for
companies operating in the consumer and healthcare industries.
Labour proposals
Biden’s labour reform proposals focus on four key elements:

Biden’s proposal for guaranteed paid leave up to 12 weeks
would likely represent a manageable labour cost. Estimates
from the Bureau of Labour Statistics suggest that paid sick
leave accounted for ~1% of employer costs for employee
compensation in 2020. That said, close to 30% of all private
sector workers do not currently have access to paid sick leave.
Average hourly earnings by sector

1. Increasing the federal minimum wage from $7.25 to
$15 per hour

Private, non-farm payrolls
$50

3. Guaranteeing 12 weeks of paid leave for a worker or family
member’s severe health conditions

$40

4. Enhance worker rights and protections through
strengthened unions

$30

$10

Leisure and hospitality

Apparel

Retail trade

Plastics and rubber products

Transportation and warehousing

Education & health services

Machinery
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Wholesale trade

Chemicals

Transport equipment

Mining and logging

Professional services

Electronic products

$0
Information

Stricter rules on the classification of gig economy workers as
independent contractors vs. employees could impact companies
reliant on workers in the gig economy. Details on Biden’s
proposal for a federally mandated “ABC” worker classification
test are yet to emerge. If they follow in the footsteps of
California’s AB5 law – which removes the requirement that
full-time employees conduct their business from the office or
place of business – companies reliant on gig economy workers
courier and ride-sharing services could face significantly higher
employment costs.

$20

Utilities

The average minimum wage across the US is just over $9 per
hour – an increase to $15 would represent more than a ~60%
increase to this. Companies with geographic exposure to states
with lower state-level minimum wages and industries with
lower average earnings would be most exposed to a potential
wage hike. The macro impacts of any wage hike are uncertain
– benefits to low-income earners, who can represent a small
proportion of the population, can be counteracted by potentially
negative impacts on hiring and employment.

Private average

Financial activities

2. Enhancing protection for workers in the gig economy

Source: U.S. Bureau of Labour Statistics

State and federal minimum wages
Current and proposed federal minimum wages
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Healthcare and education proposals
On healthcare, Biden’s platform focuses on two key priorities:
improving access and affordability. We highlight some of his key
proposals below and note their implications for the industry.
Biden’s healthcare proposals could pose risks for pharma
companies and create potential benefits for healthcare services
with Medicare exposure. But it is worth noting that healthcare
reform has historically taken many months to negotiate – it

Expand Medicare

took Obama 427 days to pass the Affordable Care Act – and
would likely face a filibuster. As with his climate agenda, Biden’s
healthcare proposals would require a Democratic victory large
enough to either shut down the filibuster or eliminate it entirely.
On education, Biden has proposed over $1 trillion in spending
across the next decade, with a focus on increasing funding for
primary and secondary education, higher education (particularly
community colleges), creating universal pre-K and improving
education funding for children with disabilities.

Proposals

Implications

Ȃ Lower the Medicare eligibility age to 60

Mix shift from commercial to Medicare could
benefit healthcare services with Medicare
exposure

Ȃ Create a public health insurance option that gives
citizens at least one zero-deductible choice and
covers primary care without co-payments. This
would become the default plan for states that have
not yet expanded Medicaid
Ȃ Strengthen the Affordable Care Act
Ȃ Increase ability for Medicare to negotiate drug pricing
for prescription drugs

Improve affordability

Potential for pharma companies to bear greater
cost and face higher taxes

Ȃ Place caps on drug price inflation and out of pocket
costs for seniors
Ȃ Eliminate tax break for pharma advertisement spend

Source: Schroders.

Regulating big tech?
A Biden-Harris victory in November could have significant implications
for US tech companies. Tighter regulation of the tech sector is a
possible consequence of a Democratic sweep in November. This
would potentially include stronger action on competition policy,
antitrust, privacy and cybersecurity as well as content liability
legislation reform. There are three key areas to highlight:
1. Content liability: Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act
is a landmark piece of legislation that protects internet platforms
from liability for content posted by their users. Biden told the New
York Times in 2019 that “Section 230 should be revoked,
immediately”. This would require social media giants to completely
rethink content moderation on their platforms or risk penalties.
2. Data privacy: Biden has praised the European General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR), stating that the US “should be setting
standards not unlike the Europeans are doing relative to privacy.”

3. Competition: A Biden presidency could also mean tighter
competition policy and enforcement of anti-trust regulation. In
2019 he praised Elizabeth Warren’s plan to tackle “illegal and
anti-competitive tech mergers” – though has yet to set out a
clear position on the matter.
While any legislation on content moderation and data privacy
would undoubtedly take time to be implemented and is thus
more of a medium-term issue, we think debate on these topics
will step up quickly in the event of a Biden presidency. We would
also expect a Biden-Harris victory would take action to improve
diversity in the tech and STEM industries.
More broadly, Biden’s plans to expand broadband access in rural
areas – tripling funding to expand access alongside a proposed $20
billion investment in rural broadband infrastructure – could benefit
cable and telecom companies, as well as equipment suppliers.
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On-shoring is here to stay
Despite divergent environmental and social agendas, there is
one priority that both presidential candidates can agree on. We
expect on-shoring to play a central role in the next administration,
regardless of the election outcome. Both candidates highlight the
need to stimulate American jobs and production.
The on-shoring agenda is certainly not new for the US, though
may have been strengthened by the Covid-19 pandemic, as we
highlight in our report How Sustainability will be Fundamental to
Progress: Six Ways the Corporate World will have to Change.

investment tax credit) and penalties to discourage offshoring
(10% offshoring surtax).
Trump’s on-shoring agenda – though much less detailed than his
Democrat rival – centres on re-shoring jobs and production from
China and is oriented towards national security, with a particular
focus on healthcare and tech. This would be achieved through
a combination of tax credits, expense deductions and limiting
federal contracts for companies with ties to China.

Biden’s “Made in America” proposal combines federal
procurement (to the tune of $400 billion), subsidies for research
& development (worth $300 billion) and as well numerous tax
incentives including tax credits to promote on-shoring (10%

According to data from Cornerstone Macro, close to 200
companies have announced potential plans to relocate to the
US so far this year. This would be in addition to any changes US
companies make to their existing supply chains to benefit from
these incentives and mitigate risks.

Companies considering moving to the U.S.

Select US companies’ supply chain exposure

Public announcements January – August 2020
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Conclusion
A sweeping democrat victory in November would result in a
step-change in US climate policy. Biden would re-commit the
country to the Paris Agreement and to a net zero emissions
reduction target by 2050. This would mean significant
investment ($2 trillion) into green industries and technologies,
and it would also require tighter regulation of higher-emitting
industries, including oil and gas, utilities and autos.
Beyond the climate agenda, a Biden victory could have
significant implications for consumer, healthcare and tech

companies as Biden seeks to strengthen labour protections,
improve access and affordability in healthcare and regulate
big tech.
Regardless of the election outcome, we expect an increased
focus on on-shoring production and jobs to the US to benefit
domestic companies and suppliers. This could have negative
implications for international suppliers with high exposure
to the US.
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Important Information
The views and opinions contained herein are those of the
Sustainable Investment team, and may not necessarily represent
views expressed or reflected in other Schroders communications,
strategies or funds.
This material is intended to be for information purposes only. The
material is not intended as an offer or solicitation for the purchase
or sale of any financial instrument. The material is not intended
to provide and should not be relied on for accounting, legal or tax
advice, or investment recommendations. Reliance should not be
placed on the views and information in this document when taking
individual investment and/or strategic decisions.
Past performance is not a guide to future performance and may
not be repeated. The value of investments and the income from
them may go down as well as up and investors may not get back
the amounts originally invested. All investments involve risks
including the risk of possible loss of principal.
Information herein is believed to be reliable but Schroders does
not warrant its completeness or accuracy. Some information
quoted was obtained from external sources we consider to be
reliable. No responsibility can be accepted for errors of fact
obtained from third parties, and this data may change with
market conditions. This does not exclude any duty or liability that

Schroders has to its customers under any regulatory system.
Regions/sectors shown for illustrative purposes only and should
not be viewed as a recommendation to buy/sell. The opinions in
this document include some forecasted views. We believe we are
basing our expectations and beliefs on reasonable assumptions
within the bounds of what we currently know. However, there
is no guarantee than any forecasts or opinions will be realised.
These views and opinions may change. Any data has been sourced
by us and is provided without any warranties of any kind. It should
be independently verified before further publication or use. Third
party data is owned or licenced by the data provider and may not
be reproduced, extracted or used for any other purpose without
the data provider’s consent. Neither we, nor the data provider, will
have any liability in connection with the third party data.
To the extent that you are in North America, this content is
issued by Schroder Investment Management North America Inc.,
an indirect wholly owned subsidiary of Schroders plc and SEC
registered adviser providing asset management products and
services to clients in the US and Canada. For distributing in the
UK, this content is issued by Schroder Investment Management
Limited, 1 London Wall Place, London, EC2Y 5AU. Registered
No.1893220 England. Authorised and regulated by the Financial
Conduct Authority. For your security, communications may be
taped or monitored. RI000050. 507915

